Nonfiction

Becoming Maria by Sonia Manzano

The Boys Who Challenged Hitler: Knud Pedersen and the Churchill Club by Phillip Hoose

Drowned City: Hurricane Katrina & New Orleans by Don Brown

Human Body Theater by Maris Wicks

March: Book Two by John Lewis & Andrew Aydin, illustrated by Nate Powell

Most Dangerous: Daniel Ellsberg and the Secret History of the Vietnam War by Steve Sheinkin

Symphony for the City of the Dead: Dmitri Shostakovich and the Siege of Leningrad by M. T. Anderson

Terrible Typhoid Mary: A True Story of the Deadliest Cook in America by Susan Campbell Bartoletti

Tommy: The Gun That Changed America by Karen Blumenthal
Fiction

The Alex Crow by Andrew Smith
All the Bright Places by Jennifer Niven
Audacity by Melanie Crowder
Black Dove White Raven by Elizabeth Wein
Bone Gap by Laura Ruby
The Boy in the Black Suit by Jason Reynolds
The Bunker Diary by Kevin Brooks
Challenger Deep by Neal Shusterman, illustrated by Brendan Shusterman
The Cipher by John C. Ford
Damage Done by Amanda Panitch
The Darkest Part of the Forest by Holly Black
Dime by E. R. Frank
Dumplin’ by Julie Murphy
An Ember in the Ashes by Sabaa Tahir
Everything, Everything by Nicola Yoon
Faceless by Alyssa Sheinmel
Fell of Dark by Patrick Downes
Game Seven by Paul Volponi
The Hired Girl by Laura Amy Schlitz
Hold Tight Don’t Let Go: A Novel of Haiti by Laura Rose Wagner
I Am Princess X by Cherie Priest
Kissing in America by Margo Rabb
More Happy Than Not by Adam Silvera
One by Sarah Crossan
Only Ever Yours by Louise O’Neill
Placebo Junkies by J. C. Carleson
The Porcupine of Truth by Bill Konigsberg
The Rest of Us Just Live Here by Patrick Ness
The Sacred Lies of Minnow Bly by Stephanie Oakes
Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens Agenda by Becky Albertalli
Six of Crows by Leigh Bardugo
The Stars Never Rise by Rachel Vincent
Untwine by Edwidge Danticat
Violent Ends compiled by Shaun David Hutchinson
Walk on Earth a Stranger by Rae Carson
What You Left Behind by Jessica Verdi
Willful Machines by Tim Floreen
The Wrath and the Dawn by Renée Ahdieh

Graphic Books

Honor Girl by Maggie Thrash
Lumberjanes, Vol. 1: Beware the Kitten Holy by Shannon Watters, Grace Ellis, & Noelle Stevenson, illustrated by Brooke A. Allen
Ms. Marvel, Vol. 2: Generation Why by G. Willow Wilson, illustrated by Jacob Wyatt & Adrian Alphona
Nimona by Noelle Stevenson